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How should Paradime build the community/app marketplace experience as a 

product so that analytics engineers on Paradime can use the Code IDE 

effortlessly?



CONTEXT
Paradime (https://paradime.io) is building the operating system for analytics for 

teams using dbt (https://getdbt.com), an open-source SQL framework for data 

modelling. At Paradime, we are helping analytics engineers get all their analytics 

work done 10x faster than any other solution in the market. Using Paradime, 

analytics engineers can run SQL queries in a SQL workbench, build dbt models 

using our Code IDE and various other functionalities. This supercharges their 

development experience.

Now, we would like to amplify that developer experience through a community/app 

marketplace experience.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
How should Paradime build the community/app marketplace experience as a 

product so that analytics engineers on Paradime can in as few clicks as possible:

- ask for contextual help from within the Paradime Code IDE

- showcase / publish their work to the community, like plugins and extensions

- discover and try plugins and extensions from the Code IDE

The screenshot of the Paradime Code IDE from where the analytics engineer 

should be able to access the community experience:

A preview of the Paradime Code IDE for UI reference:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19xlsolheaXPmBs2tfefqLbWrMgjomXdp/view?usp=sharing
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SUPPORTING MATERIAL

SUBMISSION & EVALUATION

- Other companies that have built successful productized community 

experiences: Figma, Github Marketplace, and NPM.

- Currently, community for dbt consists of the following main components

1.  the dbt-slack channel 

(https://www.getdbt.com/community/join-the-community) with ~50k 

members - largely unregulated chatter across various topic-specific channels

2.  community forum

(https://www.getdbt.com/community/join-the-community) for help, Q&A, 

show & tell and discussions

3. open source contributions

(https://hub.getdbt.com/) of installable plugins that can be used on top of dbt as 

libraries. These are, however, unmaintained and currently dbt just provides web 

page with links to these packages. The packages provided are also not exhaustive.

- Submission deadline - 8th February 2023, 11:59 pm

- Team Size: 2-4

- Each team should submit a Notion document as a long-form content similar to a 

PRD.

- The PRD should cover the following with 150 points distributed:
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Beyond the 150 allotted points, there are 30 bonus points to be grabbed if you can 

actually show a Figma prototype. Separately, in all the above, your submission will 

be graded as follows:

- Bare minimum contribution - 10% of allotted points

- Average contribution - 30% of allotted points

- Contribution is detailed, with data, facts, and figures - 100% of allotted points

1. https://www.bringthedonuts.com/essays/building-products-at-stripe/
2. What is an analytics engineer? 
https://www.getdbt.com/what-is-analytics-engineering/#:~:text=What%20is%20an%20analyti
cs%20engineer,%2C%20deploying%2C%20and%20documenting%20data
3. https://www.figma.com/blog/welcome-to-the-wip/
4. https://www.figma.com/blog/how-the-figma-pm-team-builds-products-and-processes/
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